EVOLUTION xcut package


With xcut package the EVOLUTION automatically produces the required workpieces from panel strips previously cut in the longitudinal direction. The xcut mode completely eliminates cross-cuts otherwise required.

The xcut software lists all jobs pending on the machine. This provides the machine operator with a perfect overview of all jobs and the required strip material. The strips are cut to the precise length, formatted on all 4 sides, and drilled as required. This process ensures that the entire surface of the panel strips is utilized optimally.

In the so-called edge mode, previously edged strips can be formatted tearfree to the required length.

This is how the optional xcut package makes the EVOLUTION 7402 and 7405 to the centre of your efficient carcass production.

**Xcut Highlights**

- **xcut Table** – extended infeed table for the safe guidance of long panel strips.
- **xcut Software Package** – including CabinetSelect with more than 400 pre-programmed examples of cabinet furniture. Individually adaptable with CabinetControl Pro.
- **Workpiece Database** – „Warehouse“ including CSV interface and sort-function for strip optimization.
- **Laser Measurement** – automatic length and width measurement of the strip with off-cut detection.
- **Automatic Formatting** – length and width formatting through X- and Y-milling.
- **Part Identification** – simply scan and identify workpiece programs by means of optional barcode scanner and Easy-Label-printing unit with label software.
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